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APRIL
MEETING

.
In an abundance of caution, president Jean
James has reluctantly has cancelled the April
meeting. Meanwhile, we send good wishes to all
our friends and members. Stay healthy—wash
your hands and carry on.. .
REMINDER: Hopefully beginning in May we
canbegin our summer schedule.
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Gwen Giffin Carter
Gwen Krause
Rhianon Hardy
Jack Jacobs
Meg Zeigler
Gareth Williams
Trina Laruccia
Jeanette Lewis
Mavis Lamont

ANNIVERSARIES
May 22

T
his sign comes to us courtesy of Susan Biel.

John and Sandy Mallozzi

The St. David’s Day Banquet was a success even
though Banquet Masters
has still not learned to
spell “WELSH” correctly.
We all found the proper
room anyway.

TRIVIA QUESTION: What is the
size of Wales according to the
“Wales-o-meter”?

St. David’s Day Banquet

Vickie Anderson’s granddaughter, Parker, and
friend were once again
official greeters.

Rev. Martin Lewis
led the Pledge of
Allegiance and the
national anthem.

Shirley
Hand provided musical accompanim
ent to the
hymn
singing.

Barbara Giraldi and
Cindy Durkee explain
the rules for
the always
popular silent auction.

President Jean
James read a
poem about daffodils.

Harpist Vickie Gonzales
played Welsh music and
was later accompanied by
Parker and Scout Anderson.

Beautiful Welsh
bouquets decorated the tables
thanks to Connie
Osmulski.

Martin and Jeanette Lewis entertained with traditional Welsh
songs and poems.

.

ANSWER TO TRIVIA QUESTION: Wales is:
20,764 sq km (just over 8,000 sq miles) It measures
160 miles long by 60 miles wide, the greater part
being 600ft above sea level It is over six times smaller than England and over three times smaller than
Scotland or Ireland. However, Wales is very mountainous and Welsh people like to think that if someone was to iron the countryside with a gigantic iron,
Wales would end up bigger than most other countries! Despite its relatively small size, the phrase “an
area the size of Wales” is frequently to be found in
newspapers and on TV & radio news bulletins as a
means of demonstrating the sheer scale of an issue.
There is even a “Wales-o-meter” on the internet
which tells you how big something is compared to
the size of Wales – a useful tool that can be used to
impress your colleagues and amaze the general public.

